Lesson Duration: Two 60 minute sessions
1. Cover the elements of art
2. Focus on Shape, Form and Value

Performance Objective: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will be able to classify and assess the elements of art in print media, art, and the environment. Students will be able to apply elements when creating art.

Specific Objectives:
1. Identify the elements of art.
2. Describe the characteristics of shape, form and value and apply them to drawing.
3. Create unique drawing of a lighthouse.

Materials Needed:
1. ---Pencils, colored pencils or crayons or colored pens or markers.

How are the elements of art used?
The elements and principles of design are the building blocks used to create a work of art. Elements of Art are the visual "tools" that artists use to create an art work.
Focus on Value

Definition of Value: ________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Remember the value scale:
Apply **Value** (lights and darks) to turn **shapes into forms**. Draw the examples below.

^Use the left circle, apply shade and value like the example on the right^

^Use the left square, apply shade and value like the example on the right^
^Use the left cone, apply shade and value like the example on the right^

^Use the left cylinder, apply shade and value like the example on the right^
Examine the artist's renditions of the different lighthouses. Do not copy but, use them for guidance, as you explore shape, form, blending and value.

You will produce your unique light house landscape drawing below.

Value—an element of art that describes the lightness and darkness of an object.